The following changes were recommended and approved by the TAC on May 13, 1996.

A. Page 3 -- Replace the last paragraph in the section entitle “II SIGNIFICANT HEALTH RISK” with the following:

For public notification procedures the MICR, HI and THI must occur at an occupied site, such as a residency {Maximum Exposed Individual - Resident (MEI-R)} or work site {Maximum Exposed Individual - Worker (MEI-W)}.

B. Pages 9 & 11 -- The first paragraph of these two letters should read as follows:

As required by state law, [FACILITY] prepared a Health Risk Assessment (HRA) based upon their [YEAR] Toxic Emission Inventory Report (TEIR). This HRA shows that you may have been or are being exposed to toxic air contaminants. Since [YEAR], [FACILITY] has taken steps to reduce their release of toxic air contaminants. Therefore, your exposure to toxic air contaminants has been reduced. These reductions are detailed in the accompanying letter from [FACILITY].